Rite Fit Masking System
Recent Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC) and Health Canada directives have reemphasized
the most effective pre-vaccine safe guards against the spread of the Coronavirus. These continue to be
hand washing, social distancing, and the wearing of a mask.
By way of virus mutation new variations of COVID-19 namely the UK and South Africa variations have
raised particular concern due to the ability of these variations to spread more easily and possibly be
even more deadly. Due to this the emphasis on the use of masks and having a proper fit have become
even more crucial.
The wearing of reusable cloth masks has been adopted by the general population, these masks are more
readily available, in some cases even able to be made at home and, and help to ensure that an inventory
of medical grade PPE remains available for the front line workers. The issue is that cloth masks simply
don’t fit very well, they leave gaps that allow unfiltered air in and out of the mask, they cause glasses to
constantly fog, as well as constantly needing adjustment to keep in place and over the nose, especially
when talking.
Based on medical expert directives and common fit problems the Rite Fit Masking System was
assembled.

The Rite Fit Masking System
The Rite Fit Masking System combines both a washable / reusable masking solution along with personal
use flexibility and proper fit aspects. Each Rite Fit Masking Solution kit comes with a recommended 3 ply
mask as well as a (10) piece replaceable “Contouring Nose Strip” and (10) piece “Sealing Strip” as well as
a reusable aluminum carrying case.
The Contouring Nose Strip simply slides into the strip pocket provided in the Rite Fit Mask and can be
formed to the shape of the nose to assist in sealing and can also be easily replaced with new. Non
replaceable nose strips included with some masks become deformed and either can’t be properly
reformed for a proper fit or break altogether in which case the mask must be discarded.
The Sealing Strip is a double sided adhesive strip that is applied to the inside of the mask, generally in
the same area as the contouring nose strip. Once fixed to the inside of the mask the outer strip covering
can be removed and the mask can be applied to the face. Pressing on the adhesive strip will secure it to
the nose and upper cheeks ensuring a secure fit.
After use both the replaceable Contouring Nose Strip & the replaceable Sealing Strip can be removed
and discarded, the mask can then be washed and ready for reuse.

The Rite Fit Refill Kit
Since the Rite Fit Masking System masks are reusable we offer combination Rite Fit Contouring Nose
Strip and Rite Fit Sealing Refill Kits in (20) Twenty, (50) Fifty, and (100) One Hundred piece configurations
along with purchase of induvial masks without carrying case.

Personal Use Flexibility
The Rite Fit Masking System provides the ultimate in personal use flexibility and can be customized in
many ways.
Should you choose the system can be used with only the Rite Fit Contouring Nose Strip for frequent on
and off use. With the strip being replaceable a fresh proper contour can be achieved every time.
The system can be used with just the Rite Fit Sealing Strips. One just over the bridge of the nose, two
sealing stripes placed just to the left and right of the nose to provide a wider seal area. Rite Fit Sealing
Strips can be placed anywhere you feel you need a more secure fit.
The Rite Fit Sealing Strips can be applied over top of each other. Removable and reapplication of the
mask can cause the strip to not be as secure as you may like, simply apply another Rite Fit Sealing Strip
directly on top of the existing one. Once done with the mask all the trips can be peeled off together and
the mask washed.
Use your own mask. We like our masks, we feel they provide a good quality, adjustable, comfortable fit.
However if you feel you like your mask better, want to promote your favorite sports team, or have a
different fashion statement to make no problem. The Rite Fit Refill Kit strips can be applied to virtually
any mask with the same flexibility and added security. As with the Rite Fit masks simply remove the
strips after use and you mask is ready to be washed and reused.

